INSTRUCTOR: 

FACULTY ACTIVITIES REPORT

THE UNIVERSITY OF WEST FLORIDA

DEPT NO & NAME: 50017510 92679000

COP5 - OVERLOADS

CLASS CODE & TITLE: 9063

ASST PROF

SECTION A — CREDIT-GENERATING ACTIVITIES: THE FOLLOWING COURSE INFORMATION

WILL BE REPORTED ON THE STUDENT DATA COURSE FILE.

COL/ COURSE INR CR STUDENT INFORMATION CONTACT

DEPT NUMBER HRS SSN NAME HOURS

1. CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

P FRK 6606791 2206 7 3.0

P DAR 6606791 2206 7 3.0

2. DIRECTED INDIVIDUAL STUDIES

P ANS 6606905 3130 1 4.0 592427704 LOWFLY CHRISTI A

P EDL 6606905 2823 1 2.0 269862179 SANDUNATO ERIN

3. SUPERVISION OF STUDENT INTERNS

4. THESIS/DISSERTATION SUPERVISION — COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON

(ENROLLED STUDENTS ONLY)

P EDL 6606905 2312 1 1.0 401700280 KUSZYNISKI LAWRENCE J

P EDL 6606905 2649 1 6.0 266067637 ROBERTS JEAN E

P EDL 6606905 2691 1 1.0 265496909 WILLIAMS SARAH D

5. SUPERVISED TEACHING/RESEARCH

6. INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE INSTRUCTION

7. OTHER

P DAR 6606791 3486 21 3.0

TOTAL FOR SECTION A:

3.00

** REPORT NONCREDIT-GENERATING RELEASE TIME ACTIVITIES ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE **
SECTION A -- NONCREDIT-GENERATING ACTIVITIES:
REPORT RELEASE TIME AND OTHER ASSIGNMENTS IN ITEMS 1-10 BELOW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>RELEASE TIME AND OTHER ASSIGNMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACADEMIC ADVISING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOPERATIVE EDUCATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEARCH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBLIC SERVICE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THESIS/DISSERTATION SUPERVISION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STUDENT NAME/SSN: ____________________________

SECTION B -- PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

OTHER ASSIGNED INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITY (1 CONTACT HOUR FOR EACH 3 CREDIT HOURS ASSIGNED TO THE ACTIVITY)

MICROFILLARIOUS (1 CONTACT HOUR FOR EACH 3 CREDIT HOURS ASSIGNED TO THE ACTIVITY)

SECTION C -- CONTACT HOUR SUMMARY:

TOTAL FOR SECTION A:
TOTAL FOR SECTION B:
TOTAL FOR SECTION A & B:
TOTAL CONTACT HOURS REQUIRED (FTE 1.00 X 12): _____

SOMMER REPORTS: CONTACT HOURS FOR SUMMER CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION WILL BE CREDITED AT 1.5 TIMES THE NORMAL CONTACT HOURS.

GIVE NARRATIVE DESCRIPTIONS OF RELEASE TIMES ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE
THE UNIVERSITY OF WEST FLORIDA
FALL 2003

FACULTY ACTIVITIES REPORT

INSTRUCTOR: 
POSN 
PAY BUDGT EMPL 
PAY

DEPT NO & NAME: 500117510 92679000 30.00 0.24 FACULTY OVERLOAD 560117510

CLASS NO & TITLE: 9003

ASST PROF

SECTION D --- RELEASE TIME AND OTHER ASSIGNMENT EXPLANATIONS AND RESULTS:

PROVIDE COMPLETE DESCRIPTIONS OF EACH ACTIVITY (SUPPLY ADDITIONAL PAGES WHEN NEEDED) AND ATTACH DOCUMENTATION WHENEVER POSSIBLE.

EXPLANATIONS AND RESULTS: SECTION B, ITEM _______ CONTACT HOURS _______

NARRATIVE:

EXPLANATIONS AND RESULTS: SECTION B, ITEM _______ CONTACT HOURS _______

NARRATIVE:

EXPLANATIONS AND RESULTS: SECTION B, ITEM _______ CONTACT HOURS _______

NARRATIVE:

SECTION E --- SIGNATURES:

I HAVE REVIEWED THIS FACULTY ACTIVITIES REPORT AND TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE IT REPRESENTS THE WORK PERFORMED DURING THE TERM AND MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE 12 CONTACT HOUR LAW.

FACULTY MEMBER (OPTIONAL) ____________________________ DATE ____________

ACKNOWLEDGED BY: CHAIRPERSON/DIRECTOR ____________________________ DATE ____________

OFFICE OF DEAN ____________________________ DATE ____________